A new characterization of standard flat tori is obtained.
1. Introduction. Let M be a surface immersed in a euclidean 4-space Ei and let V and V be the covariant differentiations of M and Ei respectively. Let X and Y be two tangent vector fields on M. Then the second fundamental form A is given by V'xY = VxY+hiX,Y).
If Ç is a normal vector field on M, we write Vx% = -AA[X) + Dx\, where -AA[X) and Dx\ denote the tangential and normal components of V^Ç. Then we have (AA\X), Y) = (hiX, Y), %), where ( , ) denotes the scalar product of E*. A normal vector field Çon M is said to he parallel if Dx%=0 for all tangent vector fields X. In the following, a minimal section on M is a unit normal vector field \ on M with Tr A%=0. For a minimal section %, if det A^O everywhere, then the minimal section Ç is said to be nondegenerate. The main purpose of this short note is to prove the following Theorem. Let M be a compact surface in E* with Gauss curvature G_0 ior =0). If there exists a parallel nondegenerate minimal section on M, then M is a standard flat torus, i.e., M is the product surfaces of two plane circles.
2. Proof of the Theorem. Let Ç be the parallel nondegenerate minimal section on M. Then we may choose a local field of orthonormal frame «i5 e2, e3, et in E* over M such that e3=% and ex, e2 are in the principal directions of e3 (and hence ex, e2 are tangent to M and e3, e4 are normal to (2) a>xi = bcx>x + eco2, co2i = ecox + cco2.
(3) o)34 = 0.
The structure equations are given by (4) dcoi = 2 <*a A a»,, '. j,k, ■■■ = 1,2.
The Gauss curvature G is given by (6) G = det043) + det(A), \ = A3, Aei = A,.
Taking exterior differentiations of (1) and applying (3) we obtain (7) 2a dco* + da A co1 = 0, i = 1, 2.
From (7) we can consider local coordinates (u, v) in an open neighborhood U of a point p e M such that
where ds2 is the first fundamental form and £ and G are local positive functions on U. From (8) equation (7) where /=/(«, u) is a positive function defined on V. It is well known that the Gauss curvature G satisfies (12) G = -(l/2/)Alog(/), with respect to the isothermal coordinates (w, y). Hence the condition G^O (resp. G=0) with af= 1 implies A log(a)= -A log(/)g0 (resp.=0).
By Hopfs lemma, we see that log(a) is a constant on M. Hence the Gauss curvature satisfies G = -(1/2/) A logi/) = (a/2) A log(a) = 0.
This implies that (13) -a = constant # 0, G = 0.
On the other hand, by taking exterior differentiation of (3) we obtain e=0. Hence, (1) and (2) Taking exterior differentiations of (14) and applying (3), we obtain (16) dtOx = eo12 A a>2 = 0, dco2 = -(o12 A a>x = 0.
These imply that (17) co12 = 0.
On the other hand, by taking exterior differentiations of (15), we obtain (18) db A cox = de A a>2 = 0.
Since ¿>c=a2=constant>0, we have (19) idb)c + b{dc) = 0, bc> 0.
Combining (18) 
